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Abstract: Over the last couple of decades, the advances in micro electronics and computing algorithms designs have given a
new paradigm for the semiconductor industries. Automotives, one of the major markets vertical has a quite huge amount of
data processing power than its horse power. There are a number of automotive standards which can be interconnected among
the electromechanical automotive nodes. This paper addresses one of the design challenges of interoperable remotely configured
electromechanical software update over Control Area Network (CAN2.0B), which is a globally used, widely adopted 1 Mbps
throughput standard 2-wire protocol. The need of interoperability of CAN node software and the design challenges will be
given in the first part of the paper. The universally accepted USB2.0B full-speed is used and the complete embedded hardware
design of the bridge with a low-cost 8-bit microcontroller is presented in the second part of the paper. The robustness of the
design and the practical results were projected at the end of the paper. This solution offers any standard CAN automotive
network to update its software through USB, thereby addressing the interoperability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today the major automotive Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) in the world are experiencing the
crisis because of global economical recession. Car
manufacturers however, are trying to overcome this difficult
situation enlarging their partnerships and establishing new
joint ventures. Electronics, now as in the past, will surely
play an important role in what we all expect to be a recovery
of the automotive sector in the direction of ever more

advanced, safe, and environmentally friendly cars as next
pipeline in the market. Modern cars have more electronics
and sophisticated devices as in the past: different types of
sensors, actuators, navigation systems, stabilization and
traction control aids, audio and video entertainment, and so
on. All those devices require being connected each other,
exchanging information related to the functionality they are
supporting, and allowing the monitoring of their operative
state as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Typical Automotive CAN Network
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In other words, some kind of electrical or optical
connection and a complete protocol are required to
accomplish this task. That’s what happened in the recent
years in the automotive field: the number of buses and
protocols has been constantly growing as the corresponding
number of electronic appliances installed on new car models.
Each bus has its own characteristics and performance level.
Typical parameters include: the data rate, the complexity
and costs involved in the associated physical layer and
protocol, the robustness, the safety level, the ability to work
in harsh environments, the immunity grade from external
noise. A designer, basing on the different requirements of
each operating fields, will be able to select the bus system
which is more suitable for a certain application, offering the
best performance versus costs ratio.

This paper presents the usage of Control Area Network
(CAN), discussing its characteristics, robustness with scope
to interface different electro mechanical sub-systems of a
vehicle. The software complexity involved in designing such
mechanical interfaces is addressed in the first part of the
paper. The growing demand of software interoperability in
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) mechanical
components running software over CAN communication
protocol problem is addressed. The design solution is
provided through a Node design running the embedded
software over CAN to update the software with USB 2.0
interface.  The hardware design with the complete schematic
is provided in the paper, along with the software to tackle
this problem.

2. CONTROL AREA NETWORK 2.0 B PROTOCOL

CAN is a serial bus designed for in-vehicle networks; from
the electrical point of view it adopts a twisted wire pairs
and was expressly designed to offer a reliable solution even
in noisy and electromagnetically interfered environments.
In a vehicle there may be more than one CAN bus
implementations: for instance window and seat operations
are usually controlled by a low speed CAN bus, whereas
engine management and brake control require a high speed
CAN bus. CAN was originally developed by the German
company, Robert Bosch, for use in cars, to provide a cost-
effective communications bus for in-car electronics and as
alternative to expensive, cumbersome and unreliable wiring
looms and connectors. The car industry continues to use
CAN for an increasing number of applications, but because
of its proven reliability and robustness, CAN is now also
being used in many other control applications. CAN is an
international standard and is documented in ISO 11898 (for
high-speed applications) and ISO 11519 (for lower-speed
applications).

2.1 CAN 2.0 B Working Principle

In any system, some parameters will change more rapidly
than others. For example— parameters that change quickly

could be the RPM of a car engine or pressure applied on
brake pedals. Slower changing parameters may be the
temperature of the coolant of a car engine. It is likely that
the more rapidly changing parameters need to be transmitted
more frequently and, therefore, must be given a higher
priority. To determine the priority of messages, CAN uses
the established method known as Carrier Sense, Multiple
Access with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD) but with the
enhanced capability of non-destructive bitwise arbitration
to provide collision resolution, and to deliver maximum use
of the available capacity of the bus. The priority of a CAN
message is determined by the numerical value of its identifier.
The numerical value of each message identifier (and thus
the priority of the message) is assigned during the initial
phase of system design. The identifier with the lowest
numerical value has the highest priority. Any potential bus
conflicts are resolved by bitwise arbitration in accordance
with the wired-and mechanism, by which a dominant state
(logic 0) overwrites a recessive state (logic 1). Non-
destructive bitwise arbitration provides bus allocation on the
basis of need, and delivers efficiency benefits that cannot
be gained from either fixed time schedule allocation (e.g.
Token ring) or destructive bus allocation (e.g. Ethernet). With
only the maximum capacity of the bus as a speed limiting
factor, CAN protocol will not collapse or lock up.
Outstanding transmission requests are dealt with in their
order of priority, with minimum delay, and with maximum
possible utilization of the available capacity of the bus.

2.2 CAN2.0 B Message Formats

In a CAN system, data is transmitted and received using
Message Frames. Message Frames carry data from a
transmitting node to one, or more, receiving nodes. The
Standard CAN protocol version 2.0 A, also known as Base
Frame Format, supports messages with 11 bit identifiers as
shown in Fig. 2. The Extended CAN protocol version 2.0 B,
also known as Extended Frame Format, supports both 11 bit
and 29 bit identifiers. Most 2.0 A controllers transmit and
receive only Standard format messages, although some
(known as 2.0 B passive) will receive extended format
messages— but then ignore them 2.0 B controllers can send
and receive messages in both formats.

A Standard CAN (Version 2.0A) Message Frame
consists of seven different bit fields:

(i) A Start of Frame (SOF) field — which indicates the
beginning of a message frame.

(ii) An Arbitration field, containing a message identifier
and the Remote Transmission Request (RTR) bit. The
RTR bit is used to discriminate between a transmitted
Data Frame and a request for data from a remote node.

(iii) A Control Field containing six bits: two reserved bits
(r0 and r1) and, a four bit Data Length Code (DLC).
The DLC indicates the number of bytes in the Data
Field that follows.
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(iv) A Data Field, containing from zero to eight bytes.

(v) The CRC field, containing a fifteen bit cyclic
redundancy check code and a recessive delimiter bit.

(vi) The Acknowledge field, consisting of two bits. The
first is the Slot bit which is transmitted as recessive,
but is subsequently over written by dominant bits
transmitted from any node that successfully receives
the transmitted message. The second bit is a recessive
delimiter bit.

(vii) End of Frame field, consisting of seven recessive bits.

Following the End of Frame is the Intermission field
consisting of three recessive bits. After the three bit

Intermission period the bus is recognized to be free. Bus
Idle time maybe of any arbitrary length, including zero.

The CAN 2.0 B format provides a twenty nine (29) bit
identifier as opposed to the 11 bit identifier in 2.0A. Version
2.0 B evolved to provide compatibility with other serial
communications protocols used in automotive applications
in the USA. To cater for this, and still provide compatibility
with the 2.0 A format, the Message Frame in Version 2.0 B
has an extended format. In Version 2.0 B as shown in Fig. 3,
the Arbitration field contains two identifier bit fields.

The first (the base ID) is eleven (11) bits long for
compatibility with Version 2.0 A. The second field (the ID

Fig. 2: CAN 2.0 A Message Frame

Fig. 3: CAN 2.0 B Message Frame

extension) is eighteen (18) bits long, to give a total length
of twenty nine (29) bits. The distinction between the two
formats is made using an Identifier Extension (IDE) bit. A
Substitute Remote Request (SRR) bit is also included in the
Arbitration Field. The SRR bit is always transmitted as a
recessive bit to ensure that, in the case of arbitration between
a Standard Data Frame and an Extended Data Frame, the
Standard Data Frame will always have priority if both
messages have the same base (11 bit) identifier. All other
fields in a 2.0B Message Frame are identical to those in the
Standard format.

2.3 Bit Timing and Synchronization

As defined in ISO11898, the nominal time for each bit in a
CAN message frame is made up of four non-overlapping time

segments as shown in Fig. 4. ‘Sync-seg’ is the segment that is
used to synchronize the nodes on the bus. A bit edge (if there
is a data change) is expected during this segment. ‘Prop-Seg’
is a period of time that is used to compensate for physical
delay times within the network. ‘Phase-seg1’ is a buffer segment
that may be lengthened during resynchro-nization to
compensate for oscillator drift and positive phase differences
between the oscillators of the transmitting and receiving node(s).
‘Phase-seg2’ is a buffer segment that may be shortened during
resynchronization to compensate for negative phase errors
and oscillator drift. The Sample point is always at the end of
‘Phase-seg1’ and is the time at which the bus level is read and
interpreted as the value of the current bit.

Whether transmitting or receiving, all nodes on a single
CAN bus must have the same nominal bit time. Bit time is
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programmable at each node on a CAN Bus and is a function
of the period of the oscillator local to each node, the value
that is user-programmed into a Baud Rate Pre-scalar (BRP)
register in the controller at each node (SJA1000), and the
programmed number of time quanta per bit. One time quanta
(Also known as the system clock period) is defined as the
period of the local oscillator, multiplied by the value in the
BRP. Each of the four time segments in one bit is one or
more time quanta long. As stated in the Bosch CAN2 spec:
‘Sync-seg’ is always one time quantum long, ‘Prop-seg’ is
programmable from one to eight (or, optionally, more) time
quanta long, ‘Phase-seg1’ is programmable from one to eight
(or, optionally, more) time quanta long and ‘Phase-seg2’ is
the maximum of ‘Phase-seg1’ and the Information Processing
Time where the Information Processing Time is less than or
equal to 2 time quanta.

When any node receives a data frame or a remote frame,
it is necessary for the receiver to synchronize with the
transmitter. Because there is no explicit clock signal that a
CAN system can use as a timing reference, two mechanisms
are used to maintain synchronization. The first is hard
synchronization and occurs at Start-of-Frame (SOF). To
compensate for oscillator drift, and phase differences
between transmitter and receiver oscillators, additional
synchronization is needed. So — for subsequent bits in any
received frame, if a bit edge does not occur in the ‘Sync-
seg’ segment of bit time, resynchronization is automatically
invoked and will shorten or lengthen the current bit time
depending on where the edge occurs. The maximum amount
by which the bit time is lengthened or shortened is
determined by a user-programmable number of time quanta
known as the Synchronization Jump Width (SJW).

3. UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS 2.0 B PROTOCOL

The USB 1.0 specification was introduced in January 1996.
The original USB 1.0 specification had a data transfer rate
of 12 Mbps. The first widely used version of USB was 1.1,
which was released in September 1998. It allowed for a
12 Mbps data rate for higher-speed devices such as disk
drives, and a lower 1.5 Mbps rate for low bandwidth devices

such as joysticks. The USB 2.0 specification was released
in April 2000 and was standardized by the USB-IF at the
end of 2001. Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Lucent Technologies
(now Alcatel-Lucent following its merger with Alcatel in
2006), NEC and Philips jointly led the initiative to develop
a higher data transfer rate, with the resulting specification
achieving 480 Mbps, a fortyfold increase of 12 Mbps
USB 1.0.

An USB (Universal Serial Bus) system has an
asymmetric design, consisting of a host, a multitude of
downstream USB ports, and multiple peripheral devices
connected in a tiered-star topology. Additional USB hubs
may be included in the tiers, allowing branching into a tree
structure with up to five tier levels. A USB host may have
multiple host controllers and each host controller may
provide one or more USB ports. Up to 127 devices, including
hub devices if present may be connected to a single host
controller.

USB device communication is based on pipes (logical
channels). A pipe is a connection from the host controller to
a logical entity, found on a device, and named an endpoint.
The term endpoint is occasionally incorrectly used for
referring to the pipe. However, while an endpoint exists on
the device permanently, a pipe is only formed when the host
makes a connection to the endpoint. Therefore, when
referring to the connection between a host and an endpoint,
the term pipe should be used. A USB device can have up to
32 active pipes: 16 into the host controller and 16 out of the
host controller. There are two types of pipes: stream and
message pipes depending on the type of data transfer.

(i) Isochronous transfers: At some guaranteed data rate
(often, but not necessarily, as fast as possible) but with
possible data loss (e.g. real-time audio or video).

(ii) Interrupt transfers: Devices that need guaranteed
quick responses (bounded latency) (e.g. pointing
devices and keyboards).

(iii) Bulk transfers: Large sporadic transfers using all
remaining available bandwidth, but with no guarantees
on bandwidth or latency (e.g. file transfers).

Fig. 4: Bit Timing and Synchronization
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(iv) Control transfers: Typically used for short, simple
commands to the device, and a status response, used,
for example, by the bus control pipe number 0.

The maximum length of a standard USB cable (for USB
2.0 or earlier) is 5.0 meters (16.4 ft). The primary reason
for this limit is the maximum allowed round-trip delay of
about 1,500 ns. If USB host commands are unanswered by
the USB device within the allowed time, the host considers
the command lost. The USB 1.x and 2.0 specifications
provide a 5 V supply on a single wire from which connected
USB devices may draw power. The theoretical maximum
data rate in USB 2.0 is 480 Mbps (60 MBps) per controller
and is shared amongst all attached devices. Some chipset
manufacturers overcome this bottleneck by providing
multiple USB 2.0 controllers within the Southbridge. Big
performance gains can be achieved when attaching multiple
high bandwidth USB devices such as disk enclosures in
different controllers.

4. USB 2.0— CAN2.0B BRIDGE DESIGN

Because of the high robust nature of Control Area Network
protocol, many electromechanical interfaces are inter-
networked to single bus topology. It is therefore, extremely
difficult to upgrade the software patches in any of these
nodes. To maintain the interoperable software, a suitable
mechanism needs to be identified that follow standard
interface at a minimum cost. USB 2.0 is best suited for this
purpose. The central node is designed using which the
commands will be generated to any mechanical node
connected in CAN bus to update the software.

The embedded software in central node and software
in all nodes needs to be pre-programmed to understand this
remote software version update system. A unique message
ID will be reserved for this purpose. One of such hardware
design of the CAN to USB bridge design is indicated in the
schematic shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: USB 2.0 B to CAN 2.0 B Bridge Design

5. ONGOING RESEARCH AND RESULTS

The AT89C5131A full-speed USB8-bit microcontroller is
selected for the bridge design. Though there are industry
specific standard microcontrollers with built-in CAN
integrated with USB, the standalone off-chip CAN node
interface to a low-cost microcontroller allows making use

of rich-set built in peripherals. This is the main reason to
opt for the design of the bridge with the off-chip standalone
CAN transceiver (SJA1000). Apart from the In-System-
Programming (ISP), In-Application Programming (IAP) with
built-in program and data memory, the selected 8-bit core
has 3 Timers, SPI, UART and USB standard interface.
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Another major concern of the design is to offer power-
reliable embedded software for the selected target; this is
addressed through embedded software by scaling down the
frequency into sleep-mode more often or by scaling down
the voltage through PLL. The hardware is connected as
shown in the figure and the embedded software is written in
Keil4 IDE, with software utilities for debugging. The
prototype software of a Testing CAN automotive node is
simulated and connected on the CAN bus. The embedded
software running the Bridge node is designed which holds
the updated version of the software of the dummy node and
the configuration is done through USB.

6. CONCLUSION

Today’s automobiles has huge amount of data processing
power than its horsepower. 42% of the total cost of the
vehicle is for the embedded electronics. Control Area
Network, a protocol which has predominately occupied a
wide range of spectrum in interfacing the electromechanical
nodes to transfer the data across the bus has a vast number
of applications. The two major problems the current Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are facing are to design
a validation methodology adopted for diagnosing the CAN
nodes during a failure and ECU software version update.
Of these two problems, the design presented in this paper
addresses the solution for the second concern. Though there
are ASICs available in the market with built-in CAN and
USB, the cost-performance analysis wise the design is proven
to be economically viable for a major OEM to integrate with
the rich-set of embedded peripherals availability.
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